
 

 

Christmas Bone-in Hams Wrapped Ennio-Style 

 

Ennio International, Australia’s leading netting & innovative casing specialists continue with their 

new innovations strategy to bring new designs, applications and products of a world class standard 

to their valued Australian customers. 

 

One such application is the combination of Ennio Diamond-Net and Ennio Smoke-Net which 

makes for an attractive Christmas ham package, offering additional savings and benefits above 

other bone-in ham preparations. 

 

Ennio Diamond-Net is a diamond-shaped elastic netting which is applied under Ennio Smoke-Net 

for cooking, ultimately providing the traditional Christmas ham appearance your customers are 

looking for.  Diamond–Net can be left on, or can be removed where the deep netting indentations 

remain providing a quality table presentation.  Available in both small and large diamond patterns 

to fit any tube diameter. 

 

Ennio Smoke-Net affords a yield improvement of up to 5%*, it retains moisture whilst cooking so 

the junction of meat and bone doesn’t dry out and crack at the hock. 

* (customer testing calculations available on request, please note individual results can vary).   

  

The Smoke-Net product is used extensively in the United States specifically for the yield gain, one 

Company alone produces seven (7) million bone-in hams in Smoke-Net during the Christmas 

period.  

 

Due to the robust strength of the fabric, hams can be hung from Smoke-Net eliminating the need for 

additional hanging net requirements (as shown in diagram 1) and is available in a variety of sizes. 

 

Smoke-Net also keeps the shape of the meat, giving a rounded base for a better slicing ham.  With 

excellent smoke penetration and colour resulting in a softer, more tender bite, yet another attraction 

for your customers. 
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Ennio remains unique in providing specialist netting and casing solutions to the industry, with over 

two decades of experience, their wide range of products for every application and their conduit to 

world class technology enabling their customers to produce quality products which set them apart 

from their competitors. 

 

ennio – Your Competitive Edge 

 

 

For further information please contact: 

Tracy Greenway, National Sales Mgr 

Ennio International 

Ph: (08) 8261 9444, Fax: (08) 8261 9111 

Email: tracy@ennio.com.au 

Website: www.ennio.com.au 
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Ennio Smoke-Net - high hanging strength, no other 

net is required  

Ennio Diamond-Net can be left on or taken off 

where the attractive netting lines remain.  
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